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TODO 

http://try-to-impeach-this.jetpack.ai/

https://twitter.com/spatialanalysis/status/1499809012883374082?s=21 

https://twitter.com/NicholasDanfort/status/1484587593182420992?
t=2vikMrn9h59CpvndHD-RAQ&s=19 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/01/21/ukraine-russia-explain-maps/ 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/10/30/opinion/election-results-maps.html

http://try-to-impeach-this.jetpack.ai/
https://twitter.com/spatialanalysis/status/1499809012883374082?s=21
https://twitter.com/NicholasDanfort/status/1484587593182420992?t=2vikMrn9h59CpvndHD-RAQ&s=19
https://twitter.com/NicholasDanfort/status/1484587593182420992?t=2vikMrn9h59CpvndHD-RAQ&s=19
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/01/21/ukraine-russia-explain-maps/


Two Problematic Maps

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1178989254309011456

http://try-to-impeach-this.jetpack.ai/

http://try-to-impeach-this.jetpack.ai/


Kerry vs. Bush, 2004

Matthew Ericson, NY Times



Challenge: Magnitude of Effect vs  
Perceived Effect

Matthew Ericson, NY Times



Principles

Special type of Spatial Data
Use maps when spatial relationships are paramount
Map Tasks:

Find location / feature (county, country, city, street)
Find route
Identify attribute associated with location (elevation, land/water, GDP)
Compare attributes between locations/features



Do we really need a map?

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/10/15/us/politics/swing-history.html?_r=0


Do we really need a map?

It’s hard to do more 
complex things with 
maps

Is the spatial context 
paramount?



Map Projections



Why projections?

Earth is a (flattened) Sphere
Need to project or “unfold” the hull 
of the sphere to fit onto paper/
screens
Relevant attributes:

Area, Shape, Direction,  
Bearing, Distance, Scale

https://xkcd.com/977/


Simple Solution: Use Globe

https://www.google.com/maps/


Mercartor Projection
Gerardus Mercator, 1569
Projection onto a cylinder wrapped around the globe
Angles are preserved.
Lines of constant bearing 
are straight lines.
Constant bearing means 
constant compass heading –
developed for sailors

http://giscollective.org/slippy-map-projections-explained/


D3 / M. 
Bostock

Mercator Projection



Mercator Projection of Mars

Based on slide from Hanrahan

Circular craters map to circles

http://astrogeology.usgs.gov/Gallery/MapsAndGlobes/mars.html%0Dhttp://astrogeology.usgs.gov/Gallery/MapsAndGlobes/mars.html%0D


Why Mercator is Problematic

Traditional map, was used to teach geography
Massive distortion of area distant from equator
“unfair to the global South, making places that are mostly 
trees, snow, and better-off white people look huge, and the 
places where most of the world’s population lives look 
puny"

http://giscollective.org/slippy-map-projections-explained/



Mercator Projection

Mercator works really great if you’re, say, Ferdinand Magellan 
looking for a compass bearing that will take you around Cape 
Horn, because all of the latitude and longitude lines and 
angles in between lay out nice and straight on the map like we 
experience them in real life. It also works well if you’re Google 
and you want a map image that you can neatly slice up into 
little squares that your server sends to a customer’s browser. 
North is always up, your hometown doesn’t look squished or 
slanted when you zoom in to it, and everybody’s happy.

http://giscollective.org/slippy-map-projections-explained/



http://strangemaps.wordpress.com/2006/11/20/35-the-size-
of-africa/

http://strangemaps.wordpress.com/2006/11/20/35-the-size-of-africa/
http://strangemaps.wordpress.com/2006/11/20/35-the-size-of-africa/
http://strangemaps.wordpress.com/2006/11/20/35-the-size-of-africa/


https://www.reddit.com/r/MapPorn/comments/9wbjdn/distortions_of_surface_areas_in_mercator_projector/?utm_term=week&utm_medium=digest_v1&utm_name=top_posts&utm_source=email&email_type=v2&utm_content=subscription&link_source=post_title


Mercator Puzzle

https://bramus.github.io/mercator-puzzle-redux/


Caveat

Only a problem for large areas
Continents
World 

Distortion is not a problem on a state/city level!



Latitude-Longitude

Does not preserve angles 
Does not preserve areas
Things are squashed  
at the top and bottom

Snyder, “Flattening the Earth”
Based on slide from Hanrahan

http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/polaris/


Azimuthal Projections
Projection onto a plane tangent to the 
Earth
angles are correct around the center 
point
Great circles through the center are 
straight lines
Radii correspond to true distances
Sometimes see this in airline 
magazine centered around the hub

Radical Cartography

http://www.radicalcartography.net/?projectionref


D3 / M. 
Bostock

Azimuthal Equidistant

http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/3757110




Winkel Tripel Projection

Modified azimuthal map projection
averaged to cylindrical projection
Minimizing three kinds of distortion: 

area
direction
distance

Considered good projection for world maps, endorsed by 
National Geographic Society, used in Textbooks



Mean of Azimuthal and 
Equirectangular 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aitoff_projectionhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equirectangular_projection







Albers Equal-Area

Shows areas correctly
Distorts distances and 
shapes

D3 / M. 
Bostock



Composite Projections

Bernhard Jenny
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2vI9tyFC94 

https://berniejenny.info/demos/AdaptiveCompositeMapProjections/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2vI9tyFC94


Projections in D3

Many projections 
included:
https://github.com/d3/d3-geo/blob/
master/README.md#projections

https://github.com/d3/d3-geo-projection/

https://github.com/d3/d3-geo/blob/master/README.md#projections
https://github.com/d3/d3-geo/blob/master/README.md#projections
https://github.com/d3/d3-geo-projection/


Map Software / 
Navigation



Mapping Software

Open StreetMap Google Maps



Navigation

Abstract

Specific



Landmarks & Paths

Based on slide from B. Tversky



LineDrive, 2001

Straighten wiggly lines
Turn directions to right angles
Expand regions with turns
Contract long straight roads
Label carefully to avoid clutter
Maintain overall orientation

[Agrawala & Stolte, 2001]
Based on slide from Hanrahan



http://mapblast.com/(z01deaunukbfxk45sd0ftcb5)/DirectionsFind.aspx


Direct Mapping
One data point one pixel



Mashup: Visualizing Addresses of 
Gun Owners
Mashup map: augmenting a 
detailed street map with 
symbols. 
Can resolve individual 
addresses.

http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/01/08/did-a-newspaper-act-irresponsibly-by-publishing-the-addresses-of-gun-owners/

http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/01/08/did-a-newspaper-act-irresponsibly-by-publishing-the-addresses-of-gun-owners/


Ethical Questions

Published after Connecticut 
school killings
What are the ethics of 
visualization?
Data is public: is making it 
accessible problematic?

http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/01/08/did-a-newspaper-act-irresponsibly-by-publishing-the-addresses-of-gun-owners/

http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/01/08/did-a-newspaper-act-irresponsibly-by-publishing-the-addresses-of-gun-owners/


https://xkcd.com/1939/


Choropleth Maps



Principle

Areas are shaded or patterned in proportion to 
measurement
Each spatial unit is filled with a uniform color or pattern
 



Charles Dupin, 1826

Early Choropleth Map
Illiteracy in France





https://johnstonarchitects.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/pop_lg.jpg


Matthew Ericson, NY Times



Matthew Ericson, NY Times



Approach: Use a Prior, show 
difference. Which province is safest?

[Corell 2016]

mischief = property damage such as vandalism in Canada

model of population density + 
accounting for variability when 
analyzing small numbers



Surprise Map: Unemployment

[Corell 2016]





Baseball Territories

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/04/24/upshot/facebook-baseball-map.html


Lakers Dominate Baskeball (2014) 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/05/12/upshot/basketball-map.html#5,33.547,-97.690


https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2018-us-land-use/


Proportional Symbol 
Maps



Alternative to Choropleth

Use a Symbol instead of color
Scale symbol according to data



Matthew Ericson, NY Times



http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/11/08/us/elections/how-trump-pushed-the-election-map-to-the-right.html




M. Ericson, NY Times



M. Ericson, NY Times



http://www.superpoop.com/121708/killer-circles-threaten-america.jpg


FatFonts

http://fatfonts.org/

http://fatfonts.org/




Contour (Isopleth) 
Maps



Early Contour  
Map
Halley’s lines of equal 
magnetic declination, 1701

http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/milestone/


wikipedia.org



M. Ericson, NY Times



Cartograms



Again: Size vs Data effect

Matthew Ericson, NY Times



What if we just change the size on 
the map?

Compromise between 
geospatial accuracy and 
quality of data encoding.



World Population in 1916

https://twitter.com/lisacrost/status/860507536797163522/photo/1 https://digital.library.cornell.edu/catalog/ss:3293861



World Population in 2018

https://ourworldindata.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Population-cartogram_World-2.png


The World

Mark Newman, Univ. 
Michigan

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cartograms/


Population

Mark Newman, Univ. 
Michigan

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cartograms/


GDP

Mark Newman, Univ. 
Michigan

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cartograms/


Child Mortality

Mark Newman, Univ. 
Michigan

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cartograms/


Greenhouse Emissions

Mark Newman, Univ. 
Michigan

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/cartograms/


NYTimes

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/11/06/us/elections/results-house-elections.html


Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2018/nov/06/midterm-elections-2018-live-results-latest-winners-and-seats?CMP=results_blog


https://twitter.com/niko_tinius/status/1060185135918866433



Flow Maps



Early Flow Map

Transportation of Passengers 
in Ireland
Henry Drury Harness, 1837

http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/milestone/


C. Minard, 1869



Early Weather Map

Halley’s wind map, 1686

http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/milestone/


Wind Map

http://hint.fm/wind/


Effect of US Civil War 
 on Cotton Trade

Milestones Project

http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/milestone/


http://www.forbes.com/special-report/2011/migration.html


Compare to Non-spatial 
Representation

Which is better?

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/08/13/upshot/where-people-in-each-state-were-born.html


Rail Freight Tonnage

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/maps-of-american-infrastrucure  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/maps-of-american-infrastrucure




Data Driven Maps



Data Driven Maps

Idea: don’t use a map to render on top
Let the data make up the map



ZipDecode

http://benfry.com/zipdecode/


Racial Dot Map

https://demographics.virginia.edu/DotMap/ 

https://demographics.virginia.edu/DotMap/


ZipScribble

https://eagereyes.org/zipscribble-maps/united-states


Taxi Drop-Offs

http://toddwschneider.com/posts/analyzing-1-1-billion-nyc-taxi-and-uber-trips-with-a-vengeance/ 

http://toddwschneider.com/posts/analyzing-1-1-billion-nyc-taxi-and-uber-trips-with-a-vengeance/


SandDance

Arrange Particles 
to create visualizations

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/sanddance/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ha0PO__ONPQ


Small Scale Maps



One hour in front of the TV

Map by The Bumblebee
http://www.flickr.com/photos/the_bumblebee/2229041742

http://www.flickr.com/photos/the_bumblebee/2229041742


Thematic Maps
Non-geography, map as an analogy



http://xkcd.com/256/2007

http://xkcd.com/256/


http://xkcd.com/802/2010

http://xkcd.com/802/
http://xkcd.com/802/


Stephen Kobourov,  
http://www2.cs.arizona.edu/~kobourov/PROJECTS/TVLand.png



From Memory (was: Maps from Memory)
http://www.flickr.com/groups/46079190@N00/

http://www.flickr.com/groups/46079190@N00/

